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Abstract
Background: Last years' mapping of diverse genomes has generated huge amounts of biological
data which are currently dispersed through many databases. Integration of the information available
in the various databases is required to unveil possible associations relating already known data.
Biological data are often imprecise and noisy. Fuzzy set theory is specially suitable to model
imprecise data while association rules are very appropriate to integrate heterogeneous data.
Results: In this work we propose a novel fuzzy methodology based on a fuzzy association rule
mining method for biological knowledge extraction. We apply this methodology over a yeast
genome dataset containing heterogeneous information regarding structural and functional genome
features. A number of association rules have been found, many of them agreeing with previous
research in the area. In addition, a comparison between crisp and fuzzy results proves the fuzzy
associations to be more reliable than crisp ones.
Conclusion: An integrative approach as the one carried out in this work can unveil significant
knowledge which is currently hidden and dispersed through the existing biological databases. It is
shown that fuzzy association rules can model this knowledge in an intuitive way by using linguistic
labels and few easy-understandable parameters.
Background
The availability of the complete genome from diverse spe-
cies and the advent of high throughput genomic technol-
ogies, have generated a great amount of structural and
functional information boosting Bioinformatics research
to develop computational techniques that help to analyze
such a huge amount of data [1]. Many computer science
techniques have been applied over biological data [2,3].
More particularly, in the gene expression data analysis
field, Eisen et al. [4] applied hierarchical clustering to
identify functional groups of genes. Tamayo et al. devel-
oped the package GENECLUSTER [5], which makes use of
the self-organized maps to extract gene expression pat-
terns. To address some problems that present the classical
clustering algorithms Hastie et al. [6] proposed the Gene
Shaving algorithm. For a review on cluster algorithms for
gene expression analysis see [7]. Association rules have
also been previously used in Bioinformatics. For example,
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Rodriguez et al. [8] used a modified version of the Apriori
algorithm to get relations between protein sequences and
protein features, and more recently, Hermert et al. [9] and
Dafas et al. [10] used association rules for analyzing gene
expression data.
Nevertheless, most of these works focus on the analysis of
a single-source dataset (e.g. a gene expression matrix). The
Bioinformatic community has recently realized about the
importance of the integration of information obtained
from diverse sources in order to place the data into an use-
ful context, obtaining as much knowledge as possible
from their analysis [11-14]. Another key point is the het-
erogeneity of biological data, i.e. these data can be found
in the form of ontologies, sequences, measures etc.
Although some approaches that carry out analysis of het-
erogeneous information are emerging, there is still a lack
of integrative approaches able to handle a broad variety of
types of data. In addition, biological data is known to be
imprecise and noisy. Classical crisp techniques as the ones
reported above are usually applied to analyze biological
data. However, other methods which are known to per-
form better when dealing with imprecise and noisy data
(e.g. fuzzy techniques) are barely used.
Traditional statistical techniques are also typically used to
analyze biological data. For example, Marin et al. [15]
studied relationships between the gene expression level
and the G+C content of the gene, showing that the
amount of mRNA transcripts of genes with a high G+C
content is higher than the amount of mRNA transcripts of
those with a lower G+C content. In this work they also
studied the negative correlation between the gene length
and its G+C content. Other relations between the amount
of specific mRNA and gene sequence features have also
been studied by Coghlan & Wolfe [16] and Jansen & Ger-
stein [17]. However, the nature of statistical techniques
makes hard the integration of diverse heterogeneous data
into the analysis. Furthermore, these works focus only on
the study of few potential relations between the biological
variables they consider.
We here conduct a fuzzy-integrative approach merging
genomic information from different sources and of vari-
ous types by using the well-known association rule min-
ing techniques. The primary goal of this paper is to
present a novel fuzzy association rule extraction method
based on the Top-Down Frequent Parent Growth (TD-FP
Growth) algorithm [18] to find relationships between a
diversity of genomic characteristic comprising both struc-
tural and functional features. Fuzzy set theory is specially
suitable to model imprecise data while association rules
are very appropriate to carry out an integrative analysis of
heterogeneous data, thus a fuzzy association rule mining
algorithm is a suitable method for our purposes. Further-
more, unlike previous works such as those cited above
which studied few potential relations between structural
and functional genomic features [15,19,20], our approach
allows to examine all the existing associations between
very different features (e.g. expression levels, Gene Ontol-
ogy annotations, gene length, G+C content etc.).
In 1993, Agrawal proposed an algorithm for extracting
association rules from large databases [21]. Since then,
association rule mining has become one of the main tech-
niques for Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD).
Given a transactional database, where each transaction is
a set of attribute-value pairs or items, the aim of these tech-
niques is to find a set of expressions of the form X → Y,
where X and Y are sets of attribute-value pairs or itemsets.
This expression is called association rule, and indicates that
if X occurs then Y is likely to occur. The probability that Y
occurs, given that X has occurred, is called the confidence
of the rule. The probability that both X and Y occur is
called the support of the rule. Thus, classical association
rule mining algorithms aim to extract association rules
with support and confidence greater than some user-spec-
ified threshold.
Fuzzy set theory was proposed by Zadeh in 1965 to math-
ematically model the imprecision inherent to some con-
cepts [22]. Briefly, fuzzy set theory allows an object to
partially belong to a set with a membership degree
between 0 and 1. Likewise, fuzzy logic allows a statement
to be true with a certainty degree between 0 and 1. Classi-
cal set theory and logic are special cases of their fuzzy
counterparts in which membership and certainty degrees
are restricted to be either 0 or 1. Fuzzy concepts have been
successfully applied to many different areas, including
control, pattern recognition, and data mining (e.g. classi-
fication and clustering) [23].
Association rule mining often needs to deal with impre-
cise or uncertain concepts. In this particular case, some
concepts (i.e. linguistic labels) need to be defined over
continuous attribute domains. Classical quantitative asso-
ciation rule mining methods partition these continuous
domains into crisp intervals. Fuzzy logic is proved to be a
superior technology to enhance the interpretability of
these intervals [24]. The fuzzification of the continuous
domains is carried out by partitioning them into fuzzy
sets. Fuzzy confidence and support measure the signifi-
cance of the rule. Thus, fuzzy association rules are expres-
sions of the form X → Y, but in this case, X and Y are sets
of fuzzy attribute-value pairs. In addition, in order to
avoid some of the drawbacks of the classical confidence/
support framework, Certainty Factors (CFs) were also used
in our analysis to measure the quality of the rules [25].BMC Bioinformatics 2008, 9:107 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/9/107
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We have chosen the yeast S. cerevisiae genome as a bench-
mark, since intensive work on this model organism has
provided high quality datasets and also abundant litera-
ture exploring the trends and patterns in genomic organi-
zation and function. The yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae was
the first eukaryote to have its genome sequenced [26].
Since then, work with this organism has led the way in
structural and functional genomics, setting the standard
for the global analysis of cellular and molecular biology
and paving the way for similar approaches in other organ-
isms [19,27,28].
Most of the huge amount of biological information about
S. cerevisiae is stored in databases such as the Saccharomy-
ces Genome Database (SGD [29,30]), the Comprehensive
Yeast Genome Database (CYGD [31]) and others. Recent
information resulting from forefront biological research
not yet included in the databases has to be compiled from
the pertinent literature.
The fuzzy association rule mining method has been run
over a yeast data table containing information about the
size and base composition of genes and upstream inter-
genic sequences, transcriptional orientation, presence of
TATA box, gene's protein amount produced during nor-
mal growth, gene responsiveness to changing conditions,
Gene Ontology labels and gene expression changes
obtained from the datasets by Cho et al. [32] and Gasch et
al. [33]. Among the rules extracted we have found most of
the previously reported trends relating these variables, but
also some new associations which may contribute to the




The following subsections describe the information
included in the data table, where rows correspond to
genes and columns to the different gene features included
in the analysis.
Structural features
The yeast genome sequence and annotation was down-
loaded from the SGD ftp server (release of February
2007). The following genomic structural variables were
included in the data table:
• Gene length: the number of nucleotides in the coding
sequence.
• Gene G+C content: the proportion of guanine plus cyto-
sine.
• Intergenic length: the number of nucleotides in the gene
upstream sequence.
• Intergenic G+C content: the proportion of guanine plus
cytosine in the intergenic sequence.
• Gene Orientation: divergent, if the promoter region of
the gene is beside the promoter region of another gene, or
tandem, if the promoter region of the gene is beside the
end of another gene.
Functional features
Regarding the activity of a gene, two key functional fea-
tures are the amount of its final product and its ability to
change the expression level in response to changing con-
ditions. The first magnitude has been measured by Ghae-
mmaghami et al. [34] providing a precise estimation of
the number of protein molecules per cell for 75% of the
yeast genes during normal growth. The second feature has
been measured by Tirosh et al. [35] by using a data set of
yeast expression profiles for more than 1500 conditions to
calculate the response of each gene to changing condi-
tions. Each gene was assigned a Responsiveness measure
based on the variability of its expression pattern, defined
as the sum of squares of the log2-ratios over all condi-
tions. A third variable, related to gene expression level and
responsiveness, is the presence (absence) of a TATA box, a
conserved element element of the promoter that func-
tions in the transcription initiation. Tirosh et al. [35]
reported the presence of a TATA box in 585 yeast genes
and its absence in 2492 genes, and noted that TATA boxes
tend to occur more frequently in genes of particular func-
tions.
Note that the domains of some of these attributes and of
the attributes in the previous paragraph are continuous
(e.g. Responsiveness, Protein abundance, Length etc.).
These domains are partitioned into three fuzzy sets which
represent the linguistic labels HIGH, MEDIUM and LOW.
Fuzzy sets are defined by using the expert-guided percen-
tiles p20, p40, p60, p80 as shown in Figure 1. The experiments
were also run defining more fuzzy sets on the domains (4,
5 and 6). However, the obtained results did not improve
the rule sets obtained with three fuzzy sets (results not
shown). In addition, since the use of only three linguistic
labels provides clearer rule sets and improves the perform-
ance of the methodology (less itemsets), we decided that
it was not needed a greater granularity in the analysis and
therefore only these fuzzy sets were defined. More granu-
larity can be easily obtained in the analysis by defining
more fuzzy sets in case it is needed.
Gene Ontology annotations
The Gene Ontology (GO) Consortium has become de
facto a standard for describing gene products in databases.
It provides a structured, controlled vocabulary for describ-
ing the roles of genes and gene products in any organism.
GO consists of three separate ontologies: Biological proc-BMC Bioinformatics 2008, 9:107 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/9/107
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ess describes to what biological objectives genes and gene
products can contribute, molecular function describes
their biochemical activity, and cellular component refers
to the place in the cell where they can be located. The
terms (nodes) in the GO database form a Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAG), in which terms are children of one or sev-
eral more general terms. This means that the closer a term
is to the root, the more general it is, and the closer a term
is to the leaf, the more specific it is. Genes and gene prod-
ucts are annotated in one or more terms by collaborating
databases at the most specific level possible, but are con-
sidered to share the attributes of all the parent nodes.
Two main strategies can be followed when including GO
annotations into the final data table:
• Select a level of the DAG, and include only terms of this
level in which genes are explicitly or implicitly annotated.
However, GO levels are not homogeneous, i.e. terms rep-
resenting general concepts and others which represent
more specific concepts are found in the same GO level.
Therefore, some information might be lost when using
this strategy.
• Consider all the terms in which genes are explicitly or
implicitly annotated. The information content (IC) of each
node is calculated to discriminate useful terms [36].
Finally, insert into the table those terms for which the
information content is over a user-specified threshold.
The information content of a node is computed as fol-
lows:
where P(T) represents the probability of finding T or a
child of T in the ontology. The denominator is used to
normalize, i.e P(min) = 1/TotalNumberOfAnnotations.
Since we wanted to avoid any previous loss of informa-
tion we selected the second strategy for the construction of
our data table. GO terms for each gene were obtained
from the Gene Ontology webpage [37] (release of January
2007).
Microarray data
Microarrays allow to measure expression of thousands of
genes simultaneously. This technology has become the
source of large volumes of data organized in the so-called
gene expression matrices. The analysis of these matrices
allows to get information about cellular operation in
organisms. However, this analysis is very complex due to:
i) the large number of genes (even in the simplest organ-
isms), ii) the unlimited number of conditions under the
genes can be studied, and iii) the noise that affects the
whole process [38].
The microarray data analyzed here are those obtained by
Cho et al. [32] and Gasch et al. [33]. The first expression
dataset contains the expression levels of 2879 yeast genes
under 17 cell cycle conditions that cover approximately
two full cell cycles. The dataset by Gasch et al. contains the
expression levels of 6152 genes under 172 experimental
conditions.
Most of previous works which use association rules for
analyzing microarray data map real gene expression val-
ues to crisp labels [14,39]. Some problems arise when fol-
lowing this strategy: some thresholds must be selected
that determine whether genes are expressed or not. In
addition, it should also be considered the problem of the
loss of information associated to every discretization
process. But probably the most important drawback of
this strategy is its necessity to include one column into the
data table for each microarray condition (i.e. 17 and 172
columns). This means that a huge number of itemsets and
rules involving gene expression levels are generated. Thus,
the interpretation of the resultant rule set is very difficult.
Furthermore, it is hard to identify gene expression profiles
and to relate them to structural or to other functional fea-
tures.
In a previous work [40], we explore the use of clustering
algorithms to obtain groups of genes with similar expres-
sion profiles. Hence, only one column indicating the clus-










Linguistic labels defined for continuous features Figure 1
Linguistic labels defined for continuous features. This 
figure describes how the membership functions are defined 
for each fuzzy set in the corresponding continuous domain.BMC Bioinformatics 2008, 9:107 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/9/107
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into the data table, thus avoiding the huge number of
rules involving gene expression levels. However clustering
shows the limitation that genes are grouped according to
their behaviour under all conditions. In this work we pro-
pose a strategy based on the well known biclustering tech-
niques [41]. By running a biclustering algorithm over the
gene expression matrix we obtain groups (biclusters) of
genes which behave similarly under certain conditions
(not necessarily all of them).
Different biclustering algorithms may provide different
bicluster sets [42,43]. Although many of the biclusters
obtained by two different algorithms probably overlap,
slight differences may be found between these overlap-
ping biclusters and also, we might find biclusters with one
of the algorithms that are not generated by the other and
vice versa. In order to provide a better and broader cover-
age of the existing gene expression profiles we ran two dif-
ferent biclustering algorithms. The two selected methods
are  Gene-&-Sample shaving and  EDA  biclustering algo-
rithms, which performance has been proved (work cur-
rently submitted). The former uses Principal Component
Computation to identify biclusters, extending the Gene
Shaving algorithm proposed by Hastie et. al. [6]. The latter
makes use of a particular type of Evolutionary Algorithms
called Estimation of Distribution Algorithms (EDAs) to
identify biclusters in gene expression matrices. Both algo-
rithms look for high between-sample variance biclusters.
Thus, their results reveal genes with very different behav-
ior across samples (genes involved in constantly activated
processes as well as those involved in none of the active
processes are ignored), so they become very useful for
identifying distinct types of samples and the features
which may produce these differences.
Experiments
Certainty Factors (CFs), Confidence and Support thresh-
olds were varied in each study to obtain a number of rules
which could be easily analyzed by the expert. The thresh-
old values and the total number of rules obtained in each
experiment are detailed in Table 1. When selecting the
quality thresholds one must take into account the type of
data that are being analyzed. For example, if the support
of an itemset is very high, it very likely appears in the con-
sequent of many associations which are obtained by
chance, since it appears in many transactions of the data
table [25]. Therefore, low values for CF are expected (e.g.
rules in Table 2). Some previous knowledge about the
data distribution is needed in order to determine what
should be considered acceptable and, according to this,
modify the quality thresholds. However, in most cases
this is not an issue since the data distribution is known.
Table 1: Thresholds and total number of rules
Variables CF & Conf. threshold Support threshold Total number of rules FDR
Structural variables 0.1 0.01 24 0.093
Molecular Function & Structural variables 0.4 0.004 20 0.042
Biological Process & Structural variables 0.5 0.004 7 0.050
Cellular Component & Structural variables 0.5 0.004 12 0.011
Protein abundance & Responsiveness & TATA box 0.1 0.002 15 0.000
Protein abundance & Structural variables 0.1 0.002 4 0.040
Protein abundance & Molecular Function 0.2 0.002 19 0.109
Protein abundance & Biological Process 0.4 0.002 21 0.005
Protein abundance & Cellular Component 0.3 0.002 14 0.011
Responsiveness & Structural variables 0.1 0.002 10 0.044
Responsiveness & Molecular Function 0.3 0.002 23 0.069
Responsiveness & Biological Process 0.6 0.002 19 0.002
Responsiveness & Cellular Component 0.4 0.002 19 0.011
TATA box & Structural variables 0.1 0.002 8 0.098
TATA box & Molecular Function 0.3 0.002 26 0.213
TATA box & Biological Process 0.5 0.002 15 0.131
TATA box & Cellular Component 0.3 0.002 12 0.260
Cho et al. – EDA (grouping 1) 0.4 0.001 23 0.318
Cho et al. – EDA (grouping 2) 0.4 0.001 6 0.115
Cho et al. – G&S SHAVING (grouping 1) 0.6 0.002 45 0.006
Cho et al. – G&S SHAVING (grouping 2) 0.6 0.002 36 0.003
Gasch et al. – EDA (grouping 1) 0.4 0.001 17 0.005
Gasch et al. – EDA (grouping 2) 0.4 0.001 21 0.004
Gasch et al. – G&S SHAVING (grouping 1) 0.6 0.001 56 0.023
Gasch et al. – G&S SHAVING (grouping 2) 0.7 0.001 35 0.019
This table shows the CF, Confidence and Support thresholds set in each experiment as well as the total number of rules and the FDR obtained in 
each case.BMC Bioinformatics 2008, 9:107 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/9/107
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For example, in our case we know that the support of ori-
entation  =  DIV ERGENT and  orientation  =  TANDEM  is
approximately 0.5, and that the support of the items
involving GO terms are quite low (usually under 0.01).
Once the rules are obtained, a global significance value of
the rule sets is needed to ensure the quality of those rules.
In order to do that we estimated the number of rules that
were obtained by chance. For this purpose we generated
100 randomized independent datasets and extracted rules
from each of them. The estimated number of false rules
was calculated as the mean of the number of rules
obtained from each of these 100 randomized datasets.
This way, we can calculate a False Discovery Rate (FDR)
which allows us to check the quality of the rule sets [44]
(see Table 1). Since the FDRs obtained are very low, we
can argue that very few rules were generated by chance
and that the vast majority of the rules obtained represent
real biological associations, proving the significance of the
methodology. It is not the aim of this paper to provide a
biological interpretation of all of them but to show that
significant associations are obtained and that many of
them agree with previous results in the field. A deeper bio-
logical analysis of the rest of rules will be the topic for
future works.
Rules shown in this paper were selected according to
expert knowledge and information extracted from the lit-
erature. They intend to be understandable statements,
either statistically supported by previous work or that
could be framed in the light of current knowledge. Com-
plete rule sets are provided on request. Association rules
with more than one item in the antecedent/consecuent
were also obtained and will be considered in future works.
Note that the three GO ontologies were studied sepa-
rately. For the extraction of rules involving biclusters sev-
eral groupings were studied. By varying some parameters
of the bicluster algorithms we can obtain slightly different
sets of biclusters. We selected the best groupings according
to the GAP value [6].
Structural features
The association rules obtained (Table 2) have captured all
of the previously reported relationships between the
length and base composition of genes and the upstream
intergenic sequences. Indeed, the pioneering description
of the yeast genome by Dujon (1996) [19] noted that
intergenic spacers between divergently oriented genes are
longer and G+C richer than spacers separating tandemly
oriented genes.
Rules in Table 2 also express the negative correlation
between the length and the G+C content of yeast genes
(Spearman's r = -0.25, p < 0.0001) [15]. One may argue
that confidence and certainty factor values are low, i.e.
~0.40 and ~0.14 respectively. Nevertheless, these values
were expected for these rules: Spearman's correlation
obtained by Marin et. al. is equal to -0.25, implying that
G+C content and ORF length are not independent and
that there is some negative correlation between both vari-
ables. This is clearly stated by rules in Table 2.
Likewise, rules in Table 2 state the positive correlation
between length and G+C for spacers, and also the general
compositional correlation between genes and upstream
spacers [20].
The biological significance of these relationships is not yet
fully understood. The greater length of divergent spacers is
certainly related to the presence of two promoters or par-
tially shared promoters. The positive relationship between
intergenic length and G+C content is likely to be mediated
by the effect of meiotic recombination that occurs pre-
dominantly in divergent intergenic spacers and increases
G+C content through GC-biased mismatch repair [45-47].
Likewise, the correlation between the G+C content of
intergenic spacers and the neighboring genes might arise
through a combination of GC-biased mutation during
recombination mismatch repair and a selective advantage
for greater chromatin openness [46].
Protein amount and responsiveness
The final product of the genes considered in this work is a
protein. The amount of protein present in the cell, and the
ability to adapt it to changing conditions, depend upon
the kinetics of complicated processes: transcription and
mRNA processing, export from nucleus, mRNA transla-
Table 2: Structural variables
Sup. Conf. CF Association rule
0.12 0.40 0.15 length = LOW → G + C = HIGH
0.12 0.38 0.14 G + C = LOW → length = HIGH
0.12 0.41 0.16 G + C = HIGH → length = LOW
0.12 0.40 0.14 length = HIGH → G + C = LOW
0.13 0.41 0.17 intLength = LOW → intGC = LOW
0.13 0.43 0.18 intGC = LOW → intLength = LOW
0.13 0.44 0.21 intGC = HIGH → intLength = HIGH
0.13 0.44 0.22 intLength = HIGH → intGC = HIGH
0.18 0.63 0.24 intLeng. = HIGH → orient. = DIV
0.23 0.56 0.15 intLeng. = MED → orient. = TAN
0.20 0.40 0.16 orient. = TAN → intGC = LOW
0.20 0.68 0.37 intGC = LOW → orient = TAN
0.19 0.36 0.10 orient. = DIV → intGC = HIGH
0.19 0.65 0.27 intGC = HIGH → orient. = DIV
0.13 0.42 0.17 intGC = LOW → G + C = LOW
0.13 0.41 0.17 G + C = LOW → intGC = LOW
0.14 0.46 0.23 G + C = HIGH → intGC = HIGH
0.14 0.46 0.23 intGC = HIGH → G + C = HIGH
0.038 0.48 0.12 chr = 16 → intLeng. = MED
0.010 0.41 0.17 chr = 3 → gct = HIGH
0.015 0.39 0.14 chr = 9 → intGC = HIGH
This table shows the selected rules involving structural features.BMC Bioinformatics 2008, 9:107 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/9/107
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tion and protein turnover (reviewed by Perez-Ortin et al
[48]). We have taken advantage of the recent availability
of estimates of the protein amount (Ghaemmaghami et al
[34]) and of the ability to change the expression level
(responsiveness) as an adaptive response to new condi-
tions [35] to search for association rules of protein
amount and responsiveness with other genomic variables
(Table 3).
It can be seen that protein abundance is negatively related
to gene length. Such result is expected since a number of
papers have previously reported a negative correlation
between gene length and mRNA levels [15-17,49].
Another rule in Table 3 relates abundant proteins to G+C
rich genes, this result corroborates a previous result noting
positive correlation between G+C content and transcrip-
tion level [15]. Likewise, responsiveness appears posi-
tively related to the G+C content of the gene, and also to
the the length and the G+C content of the upstream
spacer. Finally, it is worth noting the association found
between the presence of TATA box and the length and
G+C content of the upstream spacers.
The above results suggest that, during evolution, yeast
protein coding DNA tended to be shortened and to be
enriched in G+C content as a response for increasing
mRNA concentration and responsiveness.
Shortening of mRNA seems to be due to a selection pres-
sure for reducing the size of abundant proteins to mini-
mize transcriptional and translational costs. Additionally,
as the progression of the RNA polymerase through the
DNA causes a change in superhelical density [50-53] it is
likely that the shorter a gene is, the lower the change in
superhelical density generated by transcription. Conse-
quently the changes in supercoiling downstream of the
RNA polymerase will be higher in long genes than in short
genes. Therefore, a negative effect on the efficiency of pro-
gression of the RNA polymerase could occur at the proxi-
mal 3'-end regions of long genes.
The relationship between G+C content and gene expres-
sion is less intuitive. Since the lower the GC content, the
lower the efficiency of transcription, it cannot be argued
that a putative more energy-demanding process of open-
ing G+C-rich dsDNA by RNA polymerase vs. low G+C
content genes is determining this correlation. Instead, a
different chromatin structure of the DNA may determine
its efficiency of transcription. The importance of chroma-
tin structure in transcription modulation has been shown
in a high-throughput study on transcription of the yeast
genome under conditions of depletion of histone H4 [54-
56]. In this sense, it has been observed that DNA may have
conformational information that determines its capability
to interact with DNA topoisomerase I and nucleosomes
[57]. Similarly, it has been shown that the nucleosome
position is determined by different DNA segments accord-
ing to the G+C content [58]. In addition, it has been
shown that a structural change in an alternating G+C
sequence causes both a transcriptional block and a nega-
tive supercoiling [59].
These results can be accommodated in the frame of the
model for chromatin organization in this genome by
Filipski and Mucha [46] (see also references therein),
which suggests that the intergenic (G+C-rich) regions
between divergently transcribed ORFs would occupy an
external position, thus facilitating an open conformation
of the chromatin which, in turn, facilitates recombination
and greater regulatory possibilities. The greater possibili-
ties for regulation of divergently transcribed genes were
unveiled by Cho et al. [32] analyzing the mRNA level fluc-
tuation through the cell cycle. They observed that among
the cell-cycle regulated genes (occupying adjacent posi-
Table 3: Protein abundance, responsiveness and TATA box
Sup. Conf. CF Association rule
0.092 0.48 0.12 proteinAbundance = HIGH → length = MEDIUM
0.087 0.45 0.22 proteinAbundance = LOW → length = HIGH
0.10 0.40 0.16 responsiveness = HIGH → G + C = HIGH
0.10 0.35 0.13 G + C = HIGH → responsiveness = HIGH
0.11 0.39 0.14 responsiveness = LOW → G + C = LOW
0.074 0.40 0.15 proteinAbundance = HIGH → G + C = HIGH
0.096 0.37 0.12 responsiveness = HIGH → intGC = HIGH
0.11 0.44 0.21 responsiveness = HIGH → intLength = HIGH
0.11 0.38 0.17 intLength = HIGH → responsiveness = HIGH
0.10 0.37 0.10 responsiveness = LOW → intLength = LOW
0.055 0.41 0.17 TATA = yes → intGC = HIGH
0.058 0.44 0.21 TATA = yes → intLength = HIGH
This table shows some rules obtained when looking for relations 
between the protein abundance, the responsiveness, the TATA box 
and the rest of variables.
Table 4: GO terms and structural variables. First approach
Sup. Conf. CF Association rule
0.0041 0.88 0.84 GO = DNA helicase activity → length = HIGH
0.0017 1 1 GO = cytochrome-c oxidase activity → length = LOW
0.023 0.57 0.39 GO = plasma membrane → length = HIGH
This table shows some rules obtained when looking for relations between the GO terms and the structural variables. These rules were obtained 
with the first approach, i.e. when considering all the rules involving GO terms.BMC Bioinformatics 2008, 9:107 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/9/107
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tions), there is an excess of divergently transcribed (51%)
in relation to those that are tandemly (38%) or conver-
gently (11%) transcribed.
GO terms
We also obtained association rules linking GO terms.
Warringer & Blomberg [49] showed that the gene GO
annotations are dependent on the length of the gene.
Therefore, it should be captured by our method. We can
see that more than 60% of the extracted rules with one
item in the antecedent and one in the consequent involv-
ing GO terms and structural variables present "ORF
length" as a consequent. In addition, Warringer & Blomb-
erg found significant functional overrepresentations for
different protein size classes; for example the term "DNA
helicase activity" is enriched among the largest proteins
(more than 771 amino acids) while the term "cyto-
chrome-c oxidase activity" is enriched among the smallest
proteins (less than 202 amino acids). Table 4 shows these
features.
However, lots of rules were obtained involving GO terms,
some of them providing almost the same information.
These rules can be merged into one more general without
loosing relevant information, and thus considerably
reducing the number of rules obtained (more details are
given in the Methods section). Table 5 shows the number
of rules before and after the rule filtering as well as the rule
reduction rate for each experiment. The mean rule reduc-
tion rate is 38.8%, being 68% the higher value. Hence, the
size of many of the rule sets is being reduced to almost a
half of their original size. The rule sets before the filtering
are provided on request. Although some information
might be lost when filtering, it is worth losing this infor-
mation in order to gain clarity in the final rule sets. Fur-
thermore, if during the analysis of the resultant rule sets
there appears a rule which is of special interest, the filter-
ing process can be omitted in order to obtain as much
information as possible regarding that relation. Some of
the rules obtained after the rule filtering are given in Table
6. For instance, that table shows a rule relating "structural
constituent of ribosome" and small proteins matching the
title of the work by Godfried et al. [60].
Gene expression data
In this section we show relations between gene expression
patterns and their functional/structural features. The aim
of the work is not to provide a biological interpretation
for all the gene expression profiles found but to show the
ability of the method to unveil interesting biological asso-
ciations between gene expression profiles and the rest of
features in an intuitive and graphic way. Following these
ideas we selected six of the biclusters with a clear gene
expression profile and which are present in interesting
and confident association rules. These selected relations
are shown in Table 7.
The first four biclusters in Table 7 represent gene expres-
sion profiles obtained from the Cell Cycle microarray
experiments. Association rules in Table 7 state that biclus-
ter 1 is formed by genes which products are located into
the nucleus and in some non-membrane-bound
Table 5: GO terms. Rule reduction rate
Variables Number of rules before Number of rules after Rule reduction rate
Molecular Function & Structural variables 38 20 47%
Biological Process & Structural variables 11 7 36%
Cellular Component & Structural variables 24 12 50%
Protein abundance & Molecular Function 34 19 44%
Protein abundance & Biological Process 37 21 43%
Protein abundance & Cellular Component 23 14 39%
Responsiveness & Molecular Function 45 23 49%
Responsiveness & Biological Process 28 19 32%
Responsiveness & Cellular Component 50 19 62%
TATA box & Molecular Function 53 26 51%
TATA box & Biological Process 17 15 12%
TATA box & Cellular Component 37 12 68%
Cho et al. – EDA (grouping 1) 24 23 4%
Cho et al. – EDA (grouping 2) 6 6 0%
Cho et al. – G&S SHAVING (grouping 1) 98 45 54%
Cho et al. – G&S SHAVING (grouping 2) 79 36 54%
Gasch et al. – EDA (grouping 1) 21 17 19%
Gasch et al. – EDA (grouping 2) 25 21 16%
Gasch et al. – G&S SHAVING (grouping 1) 95 56 41%
Gasch et al. – G&S SHAVING (grouping 2) 77 35 55%
This table shows the number of rules obtained in the experiments where GO terms are involved before and after applying the rule reduction. 
There is also a column indicating the rule reduction rate.BMC Bioinformatics 2008, 9:107 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/9/107
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organelles (the definition of non-membrane-bound
organelle includes ribosomes, the cytoskeleton and chro-
mosomes). This bicluster was obtained by the EDA biclus-
tering algorithm and Figure 2A depicts the expression
pattern it represents. As can be seen, bicluster 1 contains
genes over-expressed at the beginning of the cell cycle and
under-expressed at the end. It is clear the periodicity of the
expression levels of these genes across the two cell cycles
comprised in the microarray experiments dataset. Biclus-
ter 2 was also obtained by the EDA biclustering algorithm.
ORFs associated to this bicluster have medium length and
high responsiveness and carry out an oxidoreductase func-
tion. The expression pattern represented by this cluster
can be seen in Figure 2B. The next two rules in Table 7
refer to bicluster 3 which was obtained by the EDA biclus-
tering algorithm. ORFs in bicluster 3 yield proteins which
carry out their activities into the nucleus and participate in
the DNA metabolism. Looking at Figure 3A we can con-
firm the correspondence between the biological process
DNA metabolism and the expression behavior of the
genes belonging to the cluster. These genes are over-
expressed in the S phase of cell cycle (samples 2–3 and
10–12), in which DNA replication takes place. Finally,
some relations are shown for bicluster 4 (Figure 3B). This
bicluster was obtained by the Gene & Sample Shaving
biclustering algorithm and represents ORFs which gene
expression varies sharply from under-expressed to over-
expressed when the change of cell cycle takes place (time
points 7 to 10). Rules in Table 7 relate bicluster 4 to short
ORFs with a high G+C proportion. This makes sense since
as was described above it is known that short ORFs tend
be GC rich.
The last 5 rules involve gene expression patterns obtained
from the dataset by Gasch et al. Bicluster 5 was obtained
by the EDA biclustering algorithm and bicluster 6 by the
Gene & Sample Shaving algorithm (see Figures 4A &4B).
This dataset is formed by a broad variety of experiments,
therefore the obtained biclusters contain columns from
very different experiments. For example, bicluster 5 con-
tains columns from 9 different experiment sets. It depicts
the gene expression profile of 74 genes under 15 experi-
mental conditions. Genes belonging to this bicluster are
large genes which tend to have MEDIUM responsiveness.
Table 6: GO terms and structural variables. Second approach
Sup. Conf. CF Association rule
0.028 0.77 0.67 GO = structural constituent of ribosome → length = LOW
0.01 0.78 0.69 GO = helicase activity → length = HIGH
This table shows some rules obtained when looking for relations between the GO terms and the structural variables. These rules were obtained 
with the second approach, i.e. groups of rules representing the same knowledge are merged into one general rule.
Table 7: Biclusters
Sup. Conf. CF Association rule
0.0029 0.54 0.45 bicluster = 1 → GO = non-membrane-bound organelle
0.0033 0.61 0.45 bicluster = 1 → GO = nucleus
0.0018 0.68 0.46 bicluster = 2 → length = MEDIUM
0.0022 0.80 0.74 bicluster = 2 → responsiveness = HIGH
0.0012 0.43 0.40 bicluster = 2 → GO = oxidoreductase activity
0.0039 0.65 0.5 bicluster = 3 → GO = nucleus
0.0029 0.48 0.44 bicluster = 3 → GO = DNA metabolism
0.0033 0.81 0.73 bicluster = 4 → length = LOW
0.0036 0.89 0.85 bicluster = 4 → G + C = HIGH
0.0037 0.90 0.89 bicluster = 4 → GO = non-membrane-bound organelle
0.0037 0.90 0.89 bicluster = 4 GO = biosynthesis
0.0037 0.90 0.87 bicluster = 4 → GO = protein complex
0.0035 0.86 0.78 bicluster = 4 → GO = organelle part
0.0035 0.86 0.85 bicluster = 4 → GO = cytosol
0.0035 0.86 0.85 bicluster = 4 → GO = structural molecule activity
0.0107 0.92 0.89 bicluster = 5 → length = HIGH
0.0073 0.63 0.41 bicluster = 5 responsiveness = MEDIUM
0.0019 0.71 0.69 bicluster = 6 → chr = II
0.0017 0.64 0.61 bicluster = 6 → GO = macromolecule biosynthesis
0.0017 0.64 0.62 bicluster = 6 → GO = cytosol
This table shows some rules obtained when looking for relations between the gene expression patterns discovered by the biclustering algorithms 
and the rest of variables.BMC Bioinformatics 2008, 9:107 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/9/107
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The last three rules involve bicluster 6. This bicluster is
specially interesting since it contains many columns (51)
and it presents a very clear expression profile. The associ-
ations found describe these genes as belonging to chro-
mosome II and being annotated in the terms
macromolecule biosynthesis and cytosol.
Fuzzy and crisp results comparison
Differences between the crisp and fuzzy results have been
observed. For the extraction of the crisp association rules
the continuous domains where divided into three inter-
vals by using the percentiles p33 and p66. Two more rule
sets were obtained by the fuzzy and the crisp algorithm
respectively. The same thresholds were set for both algo-
rithms: 0.004 for Support and 0.5 for Confidence and CF.
22893 rules were obtained with the fuzzy algorithm while
27304 were generated by the crisp algorithm. First of all,
the Supports, Confidences and CFs of the rules present in
both rule sets were compared. 11655 rules were shared
between the two rule sets. In order to determine whether
the values of the measures obtained by the fuzzy and the
crisp version were significantly different, three ANOVAs
were carried out (Table 8). As can be seen, statistically sig-
nificant differences appear for Supports, Confidences and
CFs. Variations in the values of the quality measures were
expected due to the way the fuzzy methodology models
Biclusters 1 & 2 Figure 2
Biclusters 1 & 2. This figure shows the gene expression pattern represented by biclusters 1 (A) and 2 (B).
Biclusters 3 & 4 Figure 3
Biclusters 3 & 4. This figure shows the gene expression pattern represented by biclusters 3 (A) and 4 (B).BMC Bioinformatics 2008, 9:107 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/9/107
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the borders between adjacent labels. Mean crisp quality
values are higher than their fuzzy counterparts, which
means that crisp measures tend to be higher than the
fuzzy ones. Since fuzzy logic is proved to be a superior
technology to enhance the modeling of linguistic con-
cepts and the processing of imprecise data, we can argue
that the crisp algorithm tends to provide higher quality
values than they really are, thus showing the necessity of
using fuzzy techniques.
Some concrete examples that also show the necessity of
using fuzzy methodologies are provided in Table 9. This
table shows some rules which quality measures vary sig-
nificantly between the crisp and fuzzy version. For exam-
ple, the fuzzy Confidence and fuzzy CF of the first rule in
Table 9 are lower than their crisp counterparts. Its fuzzy
Support is also lower than the crisp Support. By analyzing
Figure 5A it can be understood why the crisp values are
lower. This Figure shows how the genes annotated in the
term electron transport are distributed along the protein
abundance domain. It also shows how the linguistic
labels are defined in the fuzzy and crisp algorithms. Look-
ing at the histogram in Figure 5A, it can be seen that there
appear many genes in the border between the MEDIUM
and HIGH labels. Most of these genes are considered as
LARGE  by the crisp algorithm while they are "a bit"
MEDIUM and "a bit" LARGE in the fuzzy one. This makes
the fuzzy algorithm to count fewer LARGE genes anno-
tated in electron transport and therefore to obtain lower
Confidence, CF and Support values. The same reasoning
holds for the next two rules in Table 9, their correspond-
ing graphs are shown in Figures 6A and 6B. In the case of
the last rule in Table 9, Support, Confidence and CF val-
ues are slightly higher in the fuzzy version than in the
crisp one. Looking at Figure 6B it can be seen that many of
the genes located at the chromosome 16 present values of
their intergenic lengths in the borders that divide the
MEDIUM – LOW and MEDIUM – HIGH sets. In this case,
the MEDIUM fuzzy set not only includes "completely"
(i.e. membership degree 1) almost all the genes that are
included in the MEDIUM  crisp set, but also there are
Biclusters 5 & 6 Figure 4
Biclusters 5 & 6. This figure shows the gene expression pattern represented by biclusters 5 (A) and 6 (B).
Table 8: ANOVAs for Fuzzy – Crisp comparison
Rule quality measure p-value Mean-Crisp Mean-Fuzzy
Support 1, 80E-018 0.0080 0.0073
Confidence 1, 13E-082 0.777 0.757
Certainty Factor 1, 47E-049 0.622 0.606
This table shows the results of the ANOVAs carried out to compare 
fuzzy and crisp Supports, Confidences and Certainty Factors.BMC Bioinformatics 2008, 9:107 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/9/107
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many genes that belong to it with a lower membership
degree and that are not included in the crisp set. This
causes the increase in the fuzzy support value, as the
number of genes located at chromosome 16 is the same in
the crisp and fuzzy algorithm. Since the number of genes
of chromosome 16 with a MEDIUM intergenic length is
increased, the Confidence and the CF values are also
increased.
Conclusion
We propose a novel fuzzy methodology for the integra-
tion and analysis of heterogenous biological data. The
Comparison between fuzzy and crisp results 1 Figure 5
Comparison between fuzzy and crisp results 1. A) The histogram shows the distribution of the genes annotated in the 
term electron transport along the protein abundance domain. The graph below describes how the fuzzy sets are defined in this 
domain. The red dashed lines show the percentiles p33 and p66, i.e. the borders of the crisp sets. B) The same but for the genes 
annotated in the term snoRNA binding. Only the percentile p66 is shown in this case.
Table 9: Some rules obtained with the fuzzy and crisp algorithms
C-Sup. F-Sup C-Conf. F-Conf C-CF F-CF Association rule
0.0039 0.0030 0.70 0.53 0.60 0.43 electron transport → proteinAbundance = HIGH
0.0044 0.0036 1 0.81 1 0.75 snoRNA binding → responsiveness = HIGH
0.0055 0.0044 0.71 0.56 0.58 0.41 bicluster = 5 → responsiveness = HIGH
0.0032 0.038 0.39 0.48 0.09 0.12 chr = 16 → intLength = MEDIUM
This table shows some rules which were obtained with the fuzzy and crisp algorithms. For each of them their fuzzy and crisp Support, Confidence 
and CF values are provided.BMC Bioinformatics 2008, 9:107 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/9/107
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main aspect of this fuzzy methodology is a novel fuzzy
association rule mining algorithm, the Fuzzy-TD-FP-
Growth method.
A dataset based on the yeast genome has been used for the
validation of the proposed methodology. The results
show interesting associations between structural and
functional features of the yeast genome. Many of the
obtained biological associations agree with previous
works in this field. It demonstrates that by using the pro-
posed methodology significant biological insights can be
obtained. It also proves fuzzy association rules to be an
intuitive tool to describe biological relations by using lin-
guistic labels and few easy-understandable parameters
(support, confidence and certainty factor).
Results also show the importance of using techniques that
can model borders in a more realistic way than classical
Comparison between fuzzy and crisp results 2 Figure 6
Comparison between fuzzy and crisp results 2. A) The histogram shows the distribution of the genes that belong to 
bicluster 5 along the responsiveness domain. The graph below describes how the fuzzy sets are defined in this domain. The red 
dashed lines show the percentiles p33 and p66, i.e. the borders of the crisp sets. B) The same but for the genes located at chro-
mosome 16 and the intergenic length domain.
Table 10: An example of a frequent item list
Index Item Support
1 {Gene orientation = TANDEM} 7
2 {Gene length = SHORT} 6
3 {Intergenic length = MEDIUM} 5.98
4 {Intergenic length = LARGE} 4.4
5 {Gene length = LARGE} 4.4
6 {Intergenic length = SHORT} 4
... ... ...
This table shows an example of a frequent item list obtained during 
the first step of the Fuzzy TD-FP Growth algorithm.BMC Bioinformatics 2008, 9:107 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/9/107
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crisp techniques do. The appropriate definition of the
concepts introduced in the analysis is crucial since it deter-
mines the interpretation that one may obtain from the
resultant rule set. In addition, the presence of noise in bio-
logical data makes even more necessary to use a fuzzy def-
inition of these concepts.
Future work comprises the development of new rule qual-
ity measures and the inclusion of new attributes into the
analysis. Furthermore, it will also be interesting to apply
the methodology over information obtained from
genomes of other species and compare the results.
Methods
The data table described in section "Dataset" can be easily
seen as a transactional database where each gene (i.e. row)
represents a transaction and the values in each column
form the items of the transaction. The Fuzzy Top-Down
Frequent-Parent Growth algorithm is applied over this
data table to obtain the fuzzy association rules.
Fuzzy top-down frequent-parent growth
Experiments showed that a fuzzy version of the Apriori
algorithm [25,61] cannot deal with our dataset because of
the high number of itemsets found, mainly due to the
high number of GO terms (data not shown). However,
the algorithm method proposed in this work, based on
one of the most efficient association rule mining algo-
rithms, the Top-Down Frequent-Parent Growth algo-
rithm, can easily manage this dataset. More about the
crisp version of the algorithm can be found in [18].
Initially, the database is scanned in order to get a list of all
the frequent items, i.e. items with support greater than a
Complete Fuzzy-FP Tree Figure 7
Complete Fuzzy-FP Tree. This figure shows an example of a complete Fuzzy-FP tree. Each node contains two membership 
degree lists, only one is included in the figure for clarity since initially both of them contain the same values.BMC Bioinformatics 2008, 9:107 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/9/107
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threshold. Then, the list is sorted by support in decreasing
order. Table 10 shows an example of a frequent item list.
Items are then inserted into the Fuzzy-Frequent-Parent
tree (FFP-tree) as follows:
Fuzzy-FP tree construction
A new scan of the database is carried out. Transactions are
considered one by one. The items in each transaction that
are present in the list of frequent items are inserted as
nodes into the FFP-tree according to their position in the
frequent item list. Two transactions share the same upper-
path if their first frequent items are the same. All the nodes
of each item I, are linked by a side_link. A vector associated
to each node stores the membership degree of the transac-
tions to the corresponding item. For an example in which
three transactions are considered see additional file 1:
"Fuzzy-Frequent-Parent tree construction". Items are
introduced into de FFP-tree according to their position in
the sorted frequent item list (Table 10). Next step (fre-
quent itemsets generation) requires the construction of a
header table H(Item, membershipDegrees, side_links)
that helps to locate the nodes of every item and to com-
pute the fuzzy support of the itemsets. Each entry in H cor-
responds to an item I, and contains the membership
degrees of the transactions to I and the side_links for this
item. A final FFP-tree plus its header table H is shown in
Figure 7. Figure 8 describes the procedure for the Fuzzy-
FP-tree construction.
Frequent itemsets generation
Entries in H are considered one by one. Items in H must
be sorted according to their support. For each item I in the
header table the tree is traversed in a down-top order start-
ing from the nodes labeled with I. Nodes labeled with I
Procedure for Fuzzy-FP Tree construction Figure 8
Procedure for Fuzzy-FP Tree construction. This figure shows the pseudocode of the algorithm followed to build the 
Fuzzy-FP tree.BMC Bioinformatics 2008, 9:107 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/9/107
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can be reached following the side_links of the correspond-
ing H entry. Every frequent itemset whose last element is
I is obtained during this walk up. Figure 9 describes this
procedure. The reader should note that unlike the crisp
version of the TD FP growth algorithm [18] which only
needs a counter in each node, in procedure B each node
needs an auxiliary membership degree vector that stores
the minimum membership degree between the starting
node and the current node for their shared transactions.
Another key point is that, as in the crisp version, nodes at
upper levels are processed before nodes at lower levels.
This is crucial because ensures that modifications of these
vectors at upper levels do not affect the processing of
lower level nodes. For an example of the described proce-
dure to obtain frequent itemsets see additional file 2: "An
example of frequent itemsets generation".
Once the list of frequent itemsets has been obtained, asso-
ciation rules which fulfill certain quality measures are gen-
erated from each itemset.
Support, confidence and certainty factors
Fuzzy Support and Confidence are calculated as described
in [25]. Given an itemset I and a transaction t, the mem-
bership degree of t to the itemset I is calculated as mini∈I
µi(t), where µi(t) represents the fuzzy membership func-
tion which maps the real value of transaction t for the
attribute in item i to the membership grade for the corre-
sponding fuzzy set in i.
To avoid some of the drawbacks of the confidence/sup-
port framework, certainty factors are used [25]. Given an
Frequent itemsets generation Figure 9
Frequent itemsets generation. This figure shows pseudocodes of the algorithm followed to traverse the Fuzzy-FP tree and 
get the frequent itemsets.BMC Bioinformatics 2008, 9:107 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/9/107
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association rule X → Y, Equation 1 is employed to calcu-
late the certainty factor value.
where conf(X → Y) represents the confidence of the rule,
and  supp(Y) represents the support of the consequent.
Only association rules with support, confidence and cer-
tainty factor greater than the thresholds are generated.
Rule filtering by using the GO hierarchy
We take advantage of the GO structure in order to filter the
rule set. First of all we look for groups of rules involving
some GO term and sharing all their items except the GO
node. For each group, if there is a GO term in it which is
a common ancestor for the rest of GO nodes in this rule
set, only the rule involving the common ancestor is main-
tained and the rest of rules in the group are discarded. This
strategy relies on the idea that each Gene Ontology term
shares the attributes of all its parents nodes. Since it is
ensured that the terms included in the analysis are inform-
ative enough by setting an appropriate IC threshold (see
Dataset section) the common ancestor represents the
most intuitive term. By removing the rest of rules a
smaller, clearer and more easily interpretable rule set is
provided. For an example of rule filtering see additional
file 3: "An example of rule filtering".
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